
Day 8

This weeks work will create a new self-love blueprint that will realign you with 

a loving relationship to self.

 

Let's begin with your morning reflection:

 

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 8

AFFIRMATION DAY 8

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 8

WITNESS YOUR SELF-INFLICTED FEAR
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"Are you aware of how unkind you cam be toward yourself?" - May Cause Miracles

"I am responsible for what I see."

Repeat throughout the day and remember the power you have to choose your perspective. 

At the end of your day, let's go deeper into your self-reflection.

Miracle Moment

Set your alarm on your phone for your  "miracle break". 

How have I been unkind to myself? (~ing write your response)

This morning’s reflection requires that you 

fearlessly witness how your thoughts have 

created your reality. I know it’s tough to take 

responsibility for your experiences, but your 

practice will help you accept the true power 

you have to create a new, more loving reality. 

Sit in your meditation space and take a deep 

breath. When you’re ready, read the morning 

passage that follows. Then sit for one minute 

of stillness and let the words settle in.

I am responsible for what I see. I choose the 

feelings I experience and I decide upon the 

good I would achieve. And, everything that 

happens to me I ask for, and receive as I have 

asked.
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When you're finished, take a moment to reflect on what you have written.  

Remember not to judge yourself for anything you put on the page.  

Be the gentle witness.

How have I been playing small? (~ing write your response)

What is the negative story I have created about myself? (~ing write your response)

How have I abused myself with my thoughts or actions? (~ing write your response)
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Day 9

Having the willingness is all you need to receive the guidance to change.

 

Todays practice is less action based and more subconscious.  

This work is all about surrender. 

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 9

AFFIRMATION DAY 9

BECOME WILLING TO LOVE YOURSELF

ZHANNA ROMM LLC | WWW.ZHANNAROMM.COM

"I am willing to change." - May Cause Miracles

"I am willing to let go of my self-doubt.  I surrender to self-love."

Repeat throughout the day whenever you feel stuck in fear.

Miracle Moment Reminder

This evening's check-in is all about self-care. 

This evening do something nice for yourself.  For example, make a cup of tea and sit peacefully in 

you meditation space for 10 minutes.  You can also choose to draw a bath, light a candle, or cook a 

meal for yourself.

 

Before you go to sleep tonight, close your day with an evening reflection that will deepen 

your willingness.  Sit and say read the passage below:

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 9

Begin today's morning reflection in your 

meditation space. Sit on the floor to 

read the passage.  

 

Read the passage out loud. Then sit for 

a minute of stillness and let the love 

settle in. 

I surrender. Today I turn over all the fearful 

projections that I have placed upon myself. I 

release all self-doubt and attack today. In this 

moment, I choose to let it all go. I am willing to 

be guided to new projections. I am willing to 

love myself again. Inner Guide, please take the 

steering wheel and show me how to truly 

surrender my fear so I can wholeheartedly love 

myself again.
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Inner Guide, thank you for your work today. Tonight I deepen my commitment to 

self-love and ask that you remove from me all self-doubt, all attack thoughts, and 

all my limiting beliefs. I surrender my relationship to myself to you. Inner Guide, 

thank you for mending this relationship and reigniting love.



Day 10

Today's work reminds you once again that choosing 

love over dear truly us your choice.

 

 

Today begins the pattern of a whole new way of communicating with yourself.

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 10

AFFIRMATION DAY 10

I CHOOSE TO LOVE MYSELF TODAY

ZHANNA ROMM LLC | WWW.ZHANNAROMM.COM

"What you say to yourself unconsciously becomes what you 

unconsciously believe about yourself " - May Cause Miracles

"I am love"

Repeat throughout the day whenever you notice self-attack or self-judgement.

Miracle Moment Reminder

This evening's exercise is based on Louise Hay's 

most powerful tool. 

 

This exercise requires a mirror:

Bring your mirror into your meditation space. Look at 

yourself directly in the mirror and say "I love you".  

 

Say this out loud at least three times as you stare at 

yourself.  Let go, release ,and don't edit your emotions.  

Just let love take over. 

Read the following passage out loud to 

yourself, then sit quietly for a minute to 

absorb the words. I am love. 

 

Everything in me and outside of me is love. 

 

Today I choose to repeat this, believe this, 

and commit to this.

I am love. Anything else I have chosen to 

believe is false evidence appearing real. 

What I choose to see as real today is love 

and only love. I am love.
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All kinds of difficult emotions can come up when you practice this exercise. Therefore, there 

is a simple self-reflective journaling exercise will help you process what comes up. 

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 10
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After affirming self-love in the mirror, ~ing write for ten minutes or more.  Let your pen flow 

and allow your emotions to come forward. The topic of this ~ing write is: I choose to Love myself 

fully:
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Day 11

Today we bring back the attitude of gratitude.

The practice will awaken your loving mind throughout the day and remind you 

of your greatness that, until now, has likely been hidden and ignored.

 

Let's get the ball rolling with today's morning reflection.

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 11

AFFIRMATION DAY 11

SELF-GRATITUDE 

ZHANNA ROMM LLC | WWW.ZHANNAROMM.COM

"The voice of the ego will resist gratitude at all costs " - May Cause Miracles

"I am grateful for this moment."

Repeat throughout the day expressing gratitude for each a present moment. 

Miracle Moment Reminder 

Be mindful not to judge this process today. 

Your ego will resist this work and may convince 

you that there’s little to be grateful for. Try your 

best to listen to love today. As you read the 

passage, connect to the simplicity of what 

gratitude has to offer you.

After reading, sit in stillness for one minute to 

let this radical idea of self-gratitude soak into 

your cells.

Today I am grateful for who I am. I am grateful 

for the air I breathe, for the food I eat, for the 

place I lay my head at night. I am grateful for 

the lessons I have learned and for the process I 

am in. I am grateful for my willingness to 

change my mind and choose love over fear. My 

gratitude for myself fills me with joy and 

unleashes my miracle mind.

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 11

Create a gratitude list.  This list is specifically focused on what you are grateful for about yourself:
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Make your list and sit with it for a moment. Reread it a few rimes and let it sink in. 

Once you are complete, do the exercise with the following self-gratitude meditation.
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Get comfortable in your bed or your meditation space.  

Sit up straight and pull your shoulders back.  

Prepare your body to be a vessel to receive loving energy.  

Take a deep breath in through your nose, exhaling it out your mouth.  

Continue this cycle of breath throughout your meditation.  

Breathe in though your nose.  

Breathe out through your mouth.  

As you continue this cycle of breath, recite your self-gratitude list in your mind.  

One by one go down the list and call on the love you cultivated today.  

Breathe in the gratitude.  

Exhale and extend your gratitude.  

Allow this list to take energetic form in your body.

Loving thoughts will guide you to loving energy.  

Breathe in: I am grateful for ___________.  

Breathe out: I am grateful for ___________.  

Breathe in: I am grateful for ___________.  

Breathe out: I am grateful for ___________.  

Breathe in: I am grateful for ___________. 

Breathe out: I am grateful for ___________.  

Let love flow.  

Continue breathing your gratitude list in and out.  

When you’re ready, open your eyes to the room.

SELF-GRATITUDE MEDITATION

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO CONCLUDE YOUR DAY
PREPARE FOR YOUR EVENING MEDITATION

WWW.GABBYB.TV/MEDITATE
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http://www.gabbyb.tv/MEDITATE


Day 12

Today's practice will be the first step toward setting yourself free from the 

bondage of self-attack and guilt.

 

Surrender to today's exercises and allow miracles to occur naturally.  

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 12

AFFIRMATION DAY 12

THE F WORD
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"Forgiveness is like air: we need it to survive." - May Cause Miracles

"I forgive myself for having this thought.  I choose love instead."

Repeat throughout the day whenever you notice yourself fill up with fear or self-resentment.

Miracle Moment Reminder 

Today we begin with a morning reflection 

that will ignite your self-forgiveness 

practice. Sit comfortably in your 

meditation space. Breathe deeply in 

through your nose and exhale out through 

your mouth. When you’re ready, read the 

passage. Then sit for one minute of 

stillness and marinate in the message.

For today I commit to letting go of my past. In this 

moment I choose to release all the pent-up anger 

and resentment I have placed on myself. I welcome 

even a moment of release. I forgive myself for my 

past, my present, and my future. I trust that I am love 

and that all my life’s experiences have been divinely 

placed for me to learn and grow. I’ve done the best I 

can with my life’s circumstances, and today the best I 

can do is forgive. I forgive myself today.

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 12

Now that you’re settling back in from your day, take time to reflect on the power of your 

affirmation. Answering the following questions will help you internalize the work. It can be powerful to 

reflect on your inner journey so that you can witness your growth.
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How did it feel to see your fearful thoughts as separate from you?
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Looking closely at today's practice helps you center into the progression of the work. 

It is important to reflect upon your journey.  

The shifts occur naturally, and shining a light on them allows you to celebrate your 

change.

What kind of relief did you experience from practicing your affirmation?

Did your affirmation stop you from acting out with self-destructive behavior?

Are you committed to practicing this self-forgiveness affirmation all the time?
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To complete this exercise, let’s close the day with a prayer. Sit comfortably in your 

meditation space and recite the following prayer out loud:

Divine guidance that surrounds me, I welcome your support. I recognize where my mind has gone 

wrong and I can see how unforgiving I have been. I see my part in creating this pattern of self-

destruction and I welcome spirit to step in. I am willing to see love instead of this. Thank you for 

your guidance in my self-forgiveness practice. I will listen to my intuition, show up for my spiritual 

assignments, and do all that is necessary to love myself again. Show me what you got …
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Day 13

Today's practice is focused on accepting your inner peace and self-love fully, 

which will heighten your miracle mind-set.

 

Each passage, affirmation, and exercise will lead you to deepen this belief system.

 

Today, lets catapult your miracle mind-set and rock-out with your inner faith!

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 13

AFFIRMATION DAY 13

GO BIG AND EXPECT MIRACLES

ZHANNA ROMM LLC | WWW.ZHANNAROMM.COM

"The more you expect miracles, the more miracles you will experience. - May Cause Miracles

"Today I commit to miraculous shifts.  Forgiveness will be my guide."

Repeat throughout the day whenever you notice your ego act out.

Miracle Moment Reminder 

Get centered in your meditation space. Write 

down in your journal, Today I commit to 

miraculous shifts. Forgiveness will be my guide. 

Then take a deep breath in through your nose 

and breathe out through your mouth. When 

you’re ready, read your morning passage out 

loud to yourself. Afterward, sit in stillness for 

one minute and soak up the day’s first miracle.

Each moment I choose to forgive my fear, I see 

love instead. This is a miracle. For today I will 

add up these miraculous shifts and enjoy the 

loving support I receive from the Universe. Love 

and miracles are available to me now. Through 

the practice of self-love and forgiveness a 

miracle is bestowed upon me.

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 13

As you settle in from your day, take a five-minute self-reflection break. Go into your meditation space 

and read the following prayer. This exercise is awesome because it allows you to release the 

forgiveness process to the care of your inner guide. The F word can be tough to comprehend at times—

especially when it comes to self-forgiveness. So for today, simply turn your desire to forgive over to 

spirit and let your ~ ing do her thing.

 

 

SELF-FORGIVENESS PRAYER 

 

Inner Guide, I welcome your support. I have made the commitment to forgive myself and I am ready to 

release the chains that fear has placed upon me. I know forgiveness will set me free. I turn this desire 

over to you and I accept that you will show me where to go, what to do, and what to say. I know you 

will lead me to the perfect assignments and lessons so that I can deepen my self-love and release my 

fear. Thank you for guiding me to forgive myself. 
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Gently pull your shoulders back and keep your palms facing upward.  

Take a deep breath in through your nose and exhale out your mouth.  

Continue this cycle of breath throughout the meditation.  

As you continue this cycle of breath, begin to envision yourself as an innocent child.  

Allow your mind’s eye to bring forth your childhood image.  

Try not to interfere with this image.  

Allow your subconscious mind to guide you to see your innocent child self.  

As you continue breathing in your nose and out your mouth, let your mind wander.  

Hold the image of your innocent child playing, laughing, and enjoying life.  

Do your best to reconnect to this time.

As you deepen this vision of your child self, begin to breathe in and out the following 

affirmations.  

Breathe in: I am innocent.  

Breathe out: I am love.  

Breathe in: I am not wrong.  

Breathe out: I have not sinned.  

Breathe in: I am guiltless.  

Breathe out: I am whole.  

Breathe in: I am good enough.  

Breathe out: I am love.  

Continue these mantras for as long as you wish.

SELF-FORGIVENESS MEDITATION

To close the day, complete the Forgiveness meditation that is geared toward forgiving 

yourself. Prepare to do some ~ing writing immediately following the meditation. 

 

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO CONCLUDE YOUR DAY
PREPARE FOR YOUR EVENING MEDITATION

WWW.GABBYB.TV/MEDITATE
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When you are ready, ~ing write.  Let the subconscious thoughts flow onto the page.  Don't edit a 

word-- just let it flow.
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Today let's look back at the incredible work you've done so far.

MORNING REFLECTION DAY 14

ZHANNA ROMM LLC | WWW.ZHANNAROMM.COM

"Only infinite patience offers immediate results." - A Course in Miracles

As you continue your practice, make patience your greatest virtue. Each still moment of patience 

offers you the space to receive divine guidance from your ~ ing. Be kind and gentle with yourself and 

throughout the rest of this forty-two-day practice, making patience a top priority. As you review this 

past week be very mindful not to look for problems in your work. A Course in Miracles asks, “Do you 

want the problem or do you want the answer?” Stay committed to seeking the answer and trust that 

as you open up to receive guidance you will always be led to the next right action. Creating sacred 

space to review your work without judgment will help you on your journey of acknowledging the 

answer, which is that you are love.

EVENING EXERCISE DAY 14

Your next and final exercise for this week is to prepare for next week’s work. In the coming week we 

will delve into your relationship to your body. Fear shows up in some super nasty ways when it comes 

to our body image and physical health. I hope this chapter gives you a new, incredible perspective 

and heightens your awareness of the possibility for miracles. Change your mind about your body, and 

your body will change. Enjoy Week Three’s introduction and get ready to take your miraculous 

practice to a whole new level!
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Day 14
REFLECT AND PREPARE


